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Analytical Geometry of Three Dimensions (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2006

	Brief but rigorous, this text is geared toward advanced undergraduates and graduate students. It covers the coordinate system, planes and lines, spheres, homogeneous coordinates, general equations of the second degree, quadric in Cartesian coordinates, and intersection of quadrics.

	Mathematician, physicist, and astronomer, William...
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The Universe Before the Big Bang: Cosmology and String Theory (Astronomers' Universe)Springer, 2008

	Terms such as "expanding Universe", "big bang", and "initial singularity", are nowadays part of our common language. The idea that the Universe we observe today originated from an enormous explosion (big bang) is now well known and widely accepted, at all levels, in modern popular culture. But what happens to the...
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The Music of the Big Bang: The Cosmic Microwave Background and the New Cosmology (Astronomers' Universe)Springer, 2008
The cosmic microwave background radiation is the afterglow of the big bang: a tenuous signal, more than 13 billion years old, which carries the answers to many of the questions about the nature of our Universe. It was serendipitously discovered in 1964, and thoroughly investigated in the last four decades by a large number of experiments. Two...
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The Fundamental Constants: A Mystery of PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009
The speed of light, the fine structure constant, and Newton's constant of gravity -- these are just three among the many physical constants that define our picture of the world. Where do they come from? Are they constant in time and across space? In this book, physicist and author Harald Fritzsch invites the reader to explore the mystery of the...
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The Great Design: Particles, Fields, and CreationOxford University Press, 1987
Although modern physics surrounds us and its concepts are constantly referred to in every newspaper, even educated nonscientists find the subject intimidating in the extreme. Most attempts to explain physics to general readers are either obscured by masses of mathematics or gross oversimplifications written by laymen.  Here at last is a...
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The Mathematical Theory of Cosmic Strings (Series in High Energy Physics, Cosmology and Gravitation)Taylor & Francis, 2002
Anderson provides a comprehensive summary and review of the mathematical theory of cosmic strings. The subject is not in a state of rapid change so the book is up to date and it is likely to remain so for some time. Although the book is technical and requires a strong mathematical background and an interest in differential geometry, it is well...
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Quantum MechanicsCambridge University Press, 2009
Why yet another book on quantum mechanics? Quantum mechanics was born in the first quarter of the twentieth century and has received an enormous number of theoretical and experimental confirmations over the years. It is considered to be the fundamental physical paradigm, and has a wide range of applications, from cosmology to chemistry, and from...
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Gauge Field Theories: An Introduction with ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1991
Over the last two decades a revolution has taken place concerning the way physicists view the fundamental processes taking place in our universe. This revolution has its basis in the belief that all fundamental interactions are associated with a particularly beautiful and powerful kind of quantum field theory-a theory of local gauge fields. This...
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Parallel Science and Engineering Applications: The Charm++ Approach (Series in Computational Physics)CRC Press, 2013

	Developed in the context of science and engineering applications, with each abstraction motivated by and further honed by specific application needs, Charm++ is a production-quality system that runs on almost all parallel computers available. Parallel Science and Engineering Applications: The Charm++ Approach surveys a diverse and...
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Collider: The Search for the World's Smallest ParticlesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
"Paul Halpern is a gifted writer who brings science and scientists alive. This is a wonderful introduction to the world of high-energy physics, where gigantic machines and tiny particles meet."
    ”Kenneth Ford, retired director of the American Institute of Physics and author of The Quantum World: Quantum Physics for Everyone...
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Intelligible Universe: An Overview of the Last Thirteen Billion YearsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008

	This interesting book reviews WMAP s main results (2003) and discusses in detail how the accurate qualitative results for the age of the universe and the Hubble constant were anticipated in an article published five years before in Acta Cosmologica, Krakow. In the final chapter on Cosmic Numbers , it is shown that, as a result of the...
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Astrophysics: A New Approach (Astronomy and Astrophysics Library)Springer, 2004

	For a quantitative understanding of the physics of the universe - from the solar system through the milky way to clusters of galaxies all the way to cosmology - these edited lecture notes are perhaps among the most concise and also among the most critical ones: Astrophysics has not yet stood the redundancy test of laboratory physics, hence...
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